
Queen’s choice!

King’s choice!

de legends

de savory wafels

de throwdown wafel
legendary victor of the battle with the 
great Flay. with spekuloos spread, whipped 
cream & spekuloos cookie crumble

WMD
Wafel of Massive Deliciousness. 
pimp your wafel with banana, strawberries, 
belgian chocolate fudge & whipped cream

de bom
a large scoop of ice cream lands on your 
favorite wafel with your favorite dinges

verdekke
a wafel ice cream sandwich with two 
mini wafelinis. translates to “damn good”

de turtle wafel 

with dulce de leche, 
walnuts & chocolate fudge

de double trouble
de cadillac of wafelwiches, loaded with 
strawberries, bananas, whipped cream, 
nutella and spekuloos cookie crumble

de hashbrown wafel
hearty potato & bacon wafel topped with 
liège syrup, sour cream & scallions

scandalous and pretty much illegal in belgium, 
awesome in NYC. crispy bacon strips on top

bacon + syrup

de baconana 

the awesomeness of crispy bacon, 
bananas & Belgian chocolate fudge

de elvis wafel
just like the king had it, bacon wafel 
with peanut butter, bananas & honey

de dinges
dulce de leche
spekuloos spread
peanut butter
cream cheese
nutella 
marshmallows
strawberries

bananas
walnuts 
whipped cream
pure maple syrup
belgian chocolate fudge
spekuloos cookies crumble

first dinges                                                              free
more dinges                                                 + $1.38

add ice cream                                           + $2.53

add crispy bacon                                   + $2.07

make it a double decker                         + $4.13

make it a triple stack                               + $7.12

bbq pulled pork classic southern chicken n’ gravy

wake up, grumpy2nd street Salmon

a crispy wafel topped with juicy pulled pork, 
smokey BBQ sauce, colesaw & a coolickle

two savory wafels smothered in chicken & 
mushroom gravy with a side if greens

wafel-biscuit with egg, maple syrup & 
cheese - with or without bacon

our version of the NYC classic, a Brussels 
wafle with smoked salmon & all the fixings

shakes! coffee + tea 

ice cream

1 scoop / 2 scoops
double spekuloos or vanilla

de cold drinks
iced coffee cold brewed

iced belgian cocoa
fresh squeezed lemonade
home made ice tea 
orange juice
soda / bottled water 

vanilla 
banana nutella
belgian chocolate
espresso
double spekuloos cookie
triple spekuloos cookie
dinges mix-ins (per each)  

coffee 
espresso
latte / cappuccino
americano
waffogato affogato on a mini-wafelini  

maple latte

hot belgian cocoa
chai latte
assorted teas by harney & sons 

wines & sparkling

white/rosé/red
prosecco
sparkling/mimosa

$8.50

$9.87

$1.38

$9.41

$8.04

$8.50

$9.18

$5.05/$7.12

$4.59

$3.67

$3.44

$2.99

$2.99

$2.53

scandalous and pretty much illegal in belgium, 
awesome in NYC. crispy bacon strips on top

bacon + syrup

de world’s fair wafel
the classic 1964 wafel with 
strawberries & whipped cream

baconize it!

or add crispy bacon
to any wafel you like...

de s’mores wafel
our campfire classic with marshmallows, spekuloos spread and belgian chocolate fudge. 

de churro wafel
it’s a wafel dancing the cha-cha-cha. topped with dulce de leche then dipped in cinnamon sugar

de apple of my pie wafel
grandma style with dulce de leche, chunky 
apple jam, whipped cream & cinnamon sugar.

wafelsanddinges #dingesforeveryone @waffletruck wafels and dinges

tripadvisor

$4.59

$4.59

$2.53

Our choice!

$5.51

$4.59

$2.99

$2.53

$4.36

$2.76

$8.27 $10.56 $9.64

$13.55 $7.58 $9.64

$8.50 $10.10

$10.56

$11.48

$9.41
$9.64

$7.58

$9.64 $12.63
$12.63

$10.79$14.93$9.41

$8.96

$7.81

$7.12


